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The aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/10-scale F-18 airplane model
in a rotational flow environment were obtained utilizing a rotary balance
located in the Langley Spin Tunnel. The study established the rotational
aerodynamics for the basic model, through 90 ° angle of attack, as
well as the influence of each model component and of control
deflections. The influence of moving the twin vertical tails aft was
also determined. These results are discussed herein.
In general, the model exhibited good rotational aerodynamics in
pitch, roll, and yaw throughout the angle-of-attack range, mainly due to
the contribution of the horizontal tail, wing, and body, respectively.
Except for the leading-edge flaps, the control deflections, in general,
did not significantly influence these rotational aerodynamic
characteristics.
The configuration was very well damped in roll at low angles of attack
and was autorotative in roll only near 30 ° angle of attack. Although
the body was responsible for the high level of yaw damping, it produced a
yawing moment at zero rotation rate and zero sideslip angle between 50 °
and 70 ° angle of attack, which was responsible for a moderately flat,
slow spin mode with neutral controls. Pro-spin lateral control
deflections produced a flatter, faster spin that was relatively
insensitive to rudder and longitudinal control inputs. The predicted
spin equilibrium conditions were in good agreement with spin model and
full-scale flight results.
For this configuration, the vertical tails generally did not contribute
significantly to damping in yaw above 30 ° angle of attack. Neither
horizontal tail interference nor the forward location of the
vertical tails was responsible for this loss of tail damping.
INTRODUCTION
The NASA Langley Research Center has conducted extensive tests to
determine the spin and recovery characteristics of the Navy/McDonnell
Douglas F-18 airplane configuration. Included in this effort were force
tests conducted with a 1/10-scale model installed on the Langley Spin
Tunnel rotary balance. The forces and moments acting on the model, while
subjected to steady rotational flow conditions, were measured during this
investigation. The resulting data were utilized for the analysis of
free-spinning model and full-scale flight test results.
Data were obtained for the basic airplane model with various control
settings and for a build-up of airplane components. This report presents
representative plots of the data obtained for these configurations, an
analysis of the data, and the steady spins calculated with this data.
Spin model (reference 1) and unpublished full-scale flight test results
are also compared with the predicted spins. All the data measured during
these tests are tabulated in the Appendix.
SYMBOLS
The units for physical quantities used herein are presented in U.S.





















rolling-moment coefficient, Rolling moment
qSb
pitching-moment coefficient, Pitching moment
qSc












yawing-moment coefficient at zero rotation rate and
zero sideslip angle
moment of inertia about _he X,Y,Z body axis,
respectively, slug it-
free-stream dynamic pressure, 1b/it 2
wing area, ft 2
free-stream velocity, ft/sec
angle of attack, deg
angle of sideslip, deg
angular velocity about spin axis, rad/sec
spin coefficient, positive for clockwise spin
aileron deflection, positive when right aileron is down,








differential horizontal tail deflection, positive when
right surface trailing edge is down,
(8 d -6 d )/2, deg
right left
symmetrical horizontal tail deflection, positive when
trailing edge is down, deg
leading-edge flap deflection down, deg
















A rotary balance measures the forces and moments acting on a model
while it is subjected to rotational flow conditions. The historical
background for this apparatus is discussed in reference 2. A photograph
and sketch of the rotary balance apparatus installed in the Langley Spin
Tunnel are shown in figures 1 and 2, respectively. The system's rotary
arm, which rotates about a vertical axis at the tunnel center, is
supported by a horizontal boom and is driven by a motor mounted
externally to the test section.
The test model is mounted on a strain gauge balance affixed to the
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bottom of the rotary balance apparatus. Controls located outside of the
tunnel are used to activate motors on the rig, which position the model
to the desired attitude. The angle-of-attack range of the rig is 0 to 90
degrees, and the sideslip angle range is _15 degrees. Spin radius and
lateral displacement motors are used to position the moment center of the
balance on, or at a specific distance from, the spin axis. (This is done
for each combination of angle of attack and sideslip angle.) It is
customary to mount the balance to the model such that its moment center
is at the location about which the aerodynamic moments are desired.
Electrical current from the balance and to the motors on the rig is
conducted through slip-rings located in the rig head. Figure 2 shows how
the rig is positioned in angle of attack and sideslip.
The rig is capable of rotating up to 90 rpm in either direction. A
range of _b/2V values can be obtained by adjusting rotational speed and/or
tunnel air flow velocity. (Static aerodynamic forces and moments are
obtained when Q=0.)
A NASA six-component strain gauge balance, mounted inside the model,
is used to measure the normal, lateral, and longitudinal forces, and the
yawing, rolling, and pitching moments acting about the model body axis.
The data acquisition, reduction, and presentation system is composed
of a 12-channel scanner/voltmeter, a mini-computer, a plotter, and a CRT
display. This equipment permits data to be presented via on-line digital
print-outs and/or graphical plots.
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TEST PROCEDURES
Rotary aerodynamic data are obtained in two steps. First, the
inertial forces and moments (tares) acting on the model at different
attitudes and rotational speeds must be determined. Ideally, these
inertial terms would be obtained by rotating the model in a vacuum, thus
eliminating all aerodynamic forces and moments. As a practical approach,
this is approximated closely by enclosing the model in a sealed spherical
structure, which rotates with the model without touching it, such that the
air immediately surrounding the model is rotated with it. As the rig is
rotated at the desired attitude and rate, the inertial forces and moments
generated by the model are measured and stored on magnetic tape for later
use.
The second step is to remove the enclosure and record force and moment
data with the air on. The tares, measured in step one, are then subtracted
from these data, leaving only the aerodynamic forces and moments, which are
converted to coefficient form and stored on magnetic disc.
MODEL
A 1/10-scale model of the Navy/McDonnell Douglas F-18 fighter
airplane was constructed of balsa and plywood. A three-view drawing of
the model is shown in figure 3, dimensional characteristics of the basic
model are listed in Table I, and a photograph of the model installed on
the rotary balance located in the Langley Spin Tunnel is presented in
figure i.
The model was constructed such that the various model components
were removable for component build-up tests. The vertical tails could
low angles of attack, extending up to almost 20° angle of attack (e.g.
figure 6a). From approximately 25 ° through 40 ° angle of attack
(figures 6b and 6c), the body-wing configuration is propelling in ro11,
which results in the total airplane configuration's propelling rolling
moment at 30 ° angle of attack. The body-wing then provides a small
amount of damping from 50 ° to almost 70 ° angle of attack (figures 6d
and 6e). The rolling moment contribution of the body-wing is essentially
neutral at 70 ° angle of attack (figure 6e) and propelling at 80 ° to
90 ° angle of attack (figure Of), as is common for many airplane config-
urations. The addition of the LEX adds a small damping increment through
approximately 50 ° angle of attack (e.g. figure 6a through 6c), but is
insignificant in roll at larger angles of attack (e.g. figure 6d through
Of).
The addition of the horizontal tail does not influence the rolling
moment for angles of attack below 400 . From 40 ° through 50 ° angle
of attack (e.g. figure 6c), the addition of the horizontal tail adds a
small propelling rolling-moment increment. Between 60 ° and 80 ° angle
of attack, however, the addition of the horizontal tail provides a damping
increment that is sufficient to make the total airplane configuration
damped at 70 ° angle of attack (figure 6e). The horizontal tail's
influence on rolling moment is evidently a characteristic of wide after-
bodied airplanes (also observed for the F-15, ref. 3) that results in a
significant horizontal tail span. The vertical tails provide no
significant contribution to the roll damping characteristics.
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Yawing Moment :
Figure 7 shows that the total airplane configuration is well damped
in yaw at all angles of attack, but exhibits a C from 50 ° to 70 °
n
O
angle of attack. The peak value of C is approximately 04 at 60 °
n
O
angle of attack. Therefore, even though the slope is well damped at 60 °
angle of attack, propelling moments are experienced at low clockwise (for
the model) flb/2V's due to the C value.
n
o
Component build-up plots of the yawing-moment coefficient are
presented in figure 7 at selected angles of attack. The body produces the
bulk of the excellent damping slope over most of the angle-of-attack
range, but it is also responsible for C . Addition of the wing,
n
o
generally, results in the body-wing configuration being somewhat better
damped than the body, and also decreases the magnitude of the C
n
o
produced by the body. The addition of the vertical tails adds damping
through 30 ° angle of attack where the body-wing damping is lowest
(figures 7a and 7b). Above 30 ° angle of attack, however, the vertical
tails, generally, do not contribute greatly to the excellent damping
characteristics, except above 80 ° angle of attack (figure 7d) where,
again, the body-wing damping is lower. At these angles of attack, the
vertical tails contribute some damping for _b/2V magnitudes greater than
0.2. Removing the horizontal tail did not increase the effectiveness of
the vertical tails, as shown in figure 7, which demonstrates that
horizontal tail interference was not responsible for the ineffectiveness
of the vertical tails. Also, as shown in figure 8, moving the vertical
tails aft 5.75 inches, model scale, demonstrated that the unique forward
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location of the vertical tails was not a contributor to this phenomenon.
The ineffectiveness of the vertical tails in the absence of the
horizontal tail indicates an adverse interference effect on the vertical
tails from some component other than the horizontal tail. The possible
sources of such interference include the wing, LEX, and interactions of
the flow fields emanating from the forebody and LEX/wing.
Influence of Sideslip Aisle
Generally, sideslip angle produces essentially a static shift in the
rolling and yawing-moment coefficients, with only insignificant variations
in their rotational characteristics. However, near 20 ° angle of attack,
where the static change in yawing and rolling moments due to sideslip are
both near zero at this Reynolds number, sideslip produces a more
significant change in the rotational characteristics, as seen in figures
9 and 10.
The variation of pitching moment with sideslip and _b/2V is
presented in figure 11. Sideslip produces a change in the pitching-
moment coefficient for this configuration that is similar to that observed
for many models tested previously. Statically, a small change in
pitching moment is produced whose sign is independent of the sign of the
sideslip angle. However, with rotation, both the magnitude and sign of
the incremental pitching moment due to sideslip are functions of the
rotation rate and of the sign of the sideslip. Positive rotation rate and
positive sideslip angle produce essentially the same incremental change as
negative rotation rate and negative sideslip. Conversely, positive
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rotation and negative sideslip produce the same effect as negative
rotation and positive sideslip. Furthermore, these increments can assume
significant proportions. For example, at 30 ° angle of attack (figure
11), 10 ° of sideslip angle can produce roughly a 100 percent variation
in the pitching-moment coefficient at large rotation rates.
Influence of Control Deflections
To a large degree, the control deflections for this airplane,
produce essentially static shifts in the moment coefficients, without
significantly affecting the rotational characteristics, except as
discussed in this section.
Horizontal Tail:
As shown in figure 12, the effectiveness of the horizontal tail
diminishes rapidly above 30 ° angle of attack, and it is relatively in-
effective above 50 ° angle of _ttack. Between 55 ° and 70 ° angle of
attack, negative symmetrical horizontal tail deflections adversely
influence the damping of the rotational rolling moment coefficient (e.g.
figure 13).
Rudder:
The rudder produces a static shift in the yawing moment coefficient
for all angles of attack below approximately 50 ° (e.g. figure 14
demonstrates this at 40 ° angle of attack). Above 50 ° angle of attack,
however, the rudder is ineffective (figure 15).
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Lateral Controls:
Figure 16 presents t_e incremental rolling-moment coefficients
produced by a 2S degree aileron deflection and by a 10 degree differential
tail deflection, applied both independently and simultaneously
(differential tail applied about neutral symmetrical horizontal tail). It
can be seen that the full aileron deflection produces a larger incremental
rolling moment than the full differential tail deflection throughout the
tested angle-of-attack range when they are applied independently. When
both lateral controls are deflected simultaneously (as mechanized on the
airplane), their individual effects are not additive, especially below
60 ° angle of attack, as shown in figure 16. Deflecting the symmetrical
horizontal tail trailing-edge up, however, increases the rolling moment
produced by the simultaneous aileron and differential tai_ deflections
over most of the tested angle-of-attack range, as shown in figure 17.
Differential tail deflection, produces adverse yaw throughout most
of the tested angle-of-attack range, as shown in figure 18 for neutral
symmetrical tail deflection. The ailerons, however, produce adverse yaw
only above 50 ° angle of attack a1_d provide virtually no yawing moment at
lower angles of attack (figure 18).
Leading Edge Flaps:
At 30 ° angle of attack, where the basic airplane exhibits
propelling rolling moments, deflecting the leading-edge flaps reduces the
propelling moments (figure 19a). However, from 40 ° to 70 ° angle of
attack, leading edge flap deflection adversely influences roll damping to
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someextent (e.g.figure 19b). Above 70 °, the leading-edge flaps have no
influence on the roll characteristics (e.g. figure 19c).
The leading-edge flaps do not influence the yawing moment
characteristics above 40 ° angle of attack (e.g. figure 20b). At 30 °
angle of attack, however, the yawing moment is slightly less damped with
the flaps extended, but the configuration is still well-damped in yaw.
Predi©ted Spin Modes
Steady-state spins were calculated in the manner discussed in
reference 2, using the rotary balance data presented herein. These
equilibrium calculations were performed for the altitudes and mass
charactersitics identified in Table III. The resulting predicted
steady-state spin modes are compared with spin model and full-scale
flight results in Table IV. Another flight-test determined spin is
discussed in the latter part of this section.
A moderately flat spin (for the model, the spin was to the right)
having a relatively slow spin rate (approximately 5.3 sec/turn) is
predicted for neutral controls. This spin mode is a consequence of the
displacement of the yawing moment vs Qb/2V curves due to the non-zero
yawing moment that exists between approximately 50 ° and 70 ° angle of
attack at zero sideslip and zero rotation rate.
A flatter, faster spin is predicted (alpha = 83 °, 2.5 sec/turn)
when the lateral controls are deflected in a pro-spin direction, i.e. for
a spin to the pilot's right the stick is deflected to his left. This spin
is produced by the pro-spin yawing moments generated by the lateral
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controls. The rudder deflection does not significantly alter these
predicted spin modes, because the rudders are virtually ineffective above
55°angle of attack. The pitching moments associated with longitudinal
control deflections do not significantly influence the spin modes, as
shown in Table IV. While aft stick longitudinal controls remain somewhat
effective in pitch in the flat spin angle-of-attack region, it has been
observed for many statically stable airplanes that predicted flat spin
modes are not particularly sensitive to small pitching moment
changes, as long as sufficient nose-down aerodynamic moment exists to
balance the nose-up inertial moment. It should be noted, however, that
for airplanes whose yaw damping characteristics are greatly affected by
the presence of the horizontal tail, which is not the case for this
airplane, deflection of the longitudinal control can appreciably alter the
spin and recovery characteristics.
Generally good correlation was obtained between the predicted steady
spins and the spin model and full-scale flight results. It has been
noted over the past few years that for each predicted steady spin mode,
three possibilities exist in flight: a steady spin is encountered as
predicted, the spin is oscillatory about the predicted steady spin
values, or the oscillations are so violent that no spinning motion is
maintained. These three situations reflect progressively lower levels of
the stability of the underlying spin mode. In this instance, the
stability of the spin was such that all the predicted spin modes were
shown to exist by flight or spin tunnel results.
A moderate spin having a slow spin rate (alpha = 58 °, 12 sec/turn)
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was also obtained in flight, but was not predicted using on-line rotary
balance data. However, by applying a possible Reynolds number correction
to the rotary balance data, as described herein, a similar moderate spin
can be predicted.
Propelling yawing moments, a necessary condition for spinning, are
observed in the angle-of-attack region of the slow moderate flight-test
spin mode. These propelling moments result from a yawing moment at zero
sideslip and zero rotation rate in the 50 ° to 70 ° angle-of-attack
range (see figure 7). Consequently, propelling yawing moments are
generated for _b/2V values less than 0.15 even though the C vs
n
_b/2V relationship is damped. As discussed in reference 4, the
magnitude of such yawing moment offsets may be less at full-scale
Reynolds number than those measured at low Reynolds number. For the
following analysis, however, it was assumed that, except for these
offsets, the rotary aerodynamic characteristics of the F-18 model are
insignificantly affected by Reynolds number. That is, a damped or
propelling characteristic determined at low Reynolds number is
reflected in the full-scale airplane characteristics. It must be
appreciated, however, that rotational aerodynamic characteristics have
been observed to be Reynolds number dependent for some model geometries,
as noted in reference 5.
By shifting the value of C at zero flb/2V to match the values
n
obtained previously at a Reynolds number of 6.36x106/ft and retaining
the low Reynolds number C variation with flb/2V, it is possible to
n
predict another spin mode for altitudes between approximately 35,000 and
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23,000 ft. Above and below these altitudes, steady spin conditions, i.e.,
equilibrium between the inertial and aerodynamic moments, were
non-existent. The spin characteristics predicted at 26,500 it, shown
below, are in excellent agreement with the spin obtained in flight at
19,000 ft for loading 4 (Table III).
Flight test
Predicted
Altitude a see/turn _b/2V V
ft. deg ft/sec
19,000 58 12.1 .04 250
26,500 57 12.2 .03 300
The discrepancy in altitude may be partially due to the fact that the
spin radius for the predicted spin, and likewise the estimated spin
radius for the flight test spin, were each approximately 40 feet,
whereas the rotational aerodynamics used in the calculations were
obtained for a zero spin radius (i.e., spin axis passed through the
airplane center-of-gravity location). The design of the rotary balance
apparatus would not permit testing st a comparable spin radius. As
mentioned previously, this predicted moderate spin mode is not included
in Table IV since those that are presented were calculated using on-line
rotary balance data.
CONCLUDING RDL_RKS
The rotational aerodynamics of the F-18 have been established through
90 ° angle of attack, and the contribution of the airplane components
to the rotary aerodynamic characteristics has been identified. An
analysis of the data and predicted steady-spin modes provided the
following observations for this airplane configuration:
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o The F-18 design, in general, exhibits good rotational
aerodynamics in pitch, ro11, and yaw, which are not generally
influenced by control deflections.
o The damping in roll is good at low angles of attack and the
airplane is only propelling in roll near 30 ° angle of attack
(leading-edge flap deflection reduces these propelling rolling
moments). While the body-wing configuration generally provides
most of the roll damping over most of the angle-of-attack range,
the presence of the LEX and of the horizontal tail provides addi-
tional damping over portions of the tested angle-of-attack range.
o The yawing moment for the total airplane has a damped slope at all
angles of attack, primarily due to the body's contribution alone.
The yaw damping provided by the body is, generally, enhanced
by the presence of the wing.
o The vertical tails produce yaw damping below 30 ° angle of
attack, but are relatively ineffective above 30 ° , except at
large _b/2V magnitudes for angles of attack above approximately
80 ° . It was shown that horizontal tail interference was not
responsible for this loss in tail damping. Repositioning the
vertical tails farther aft did not improve their effectiveness
at angles of attack above 30 °.
o Although the body provides most of the damping in yaw, it also
produces a C between approximately 50 ° and 70 ° angle of
n
o
attack. As a result, a moderately flat, slow spin is predicted
for neutral controls.
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o Pro-spin lateral control deflections (stick left in a right
spin) produce a flatter, faster spin than that observed with
neutral controls.
o Rudder deflection does not significantly influence the predicted
spins because the rudder is ineffective above 55 ° angle of
attack.
o The predicted spins also are not particularly sensitive to
longitudinal control deflection.
o Good correlation was shown between the predicted steady-spin
modes and spin model and flight results.
21
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TABLE I.- DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE F-18 MODEL
Overall length, ft ........................ 5.60
Wing:
Area (ref.),ft 2 ........................ 4.00
Aspect ratio ........................ 3.5
Taper ratio ........................ 0.35
Span (ref.), ft ....................... 3.74
Root chord, in ....................... 19.03
Tip chord, in ....................... 6.63
Mean aerodynamic chord, in ................. 13.82
Sweep at 25% chord, deg .................... 20
Dihedral, deg ......................... -3
Airfoil section and thickness:
Wing station 56.876 .... NACA 65A with sharp L.E.; 5.0% thick
Wing station 145.390 .... NACA 65A with sharp L.E.; 3.5% thick
Tip chord ......... NACA 65A with sharp L.E.; 3.5% thick
Incidence, deg ........................ 0
Aileron area, ft 2 ....................... 0.19
T.E. flap area, ft 2 ...................... 0.62
L.E. flap area, ft 2 ...................... 0.55
Stabilators:
Area (theoretical exposed), ft 2 ................ 0.88
Aspect ratio ........................ 2.442
Taper ratio ......................... 0.46
Span (ref.), ft ........................ 1.47
Root chord, in ........................ 9.87
Tip chord, in ........................ 4.55
Sweep at 25% chord, deg ................... 42.83
Dihedral, deg ........................ -2
Airfoil section and thickness:
Root chord ....... NACA 65A006 with sharp L.E.; 6.0% thick
Tip chord ....... NACA 65A002 with sharp L.E.; 2.0% thick
Vertical tail:
Effective area (total of two tails), ft 2 ........... 1.04
Aspect ratio ......................... 1.2
Taper ratio ......................... 0.40
Height, in ........................... 9.50
Root chord, in ....................... 11.3
Tip chord, in ....................... 4.50
Sweep at 25% chord, deg .................. 35
Incidence, deg ..................... 1 toe out
Cant, deg ...................... 20 outboard
Airfoil section and thickness:
Root chord ...... NACA 65A005 with sharp L.E.; 5.0% thick
Tip chord ...... NACA 65A003 with charp L.E.; 3.0% thick





















































CONFIGURATION a _ 6H 6a
Range deg deg deg
de B
Body 0-90 0 _ -
Body 0-90 i0 - -
Body, wing 0-90 0 - O
Body, wing, LEX 0-90 0 - I
Body, wing, LEX, horiz. 0-90 0 0




Basic with vert.aft 5.75"
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TABLE IV.- ANALYTICALLY PREDICTED AND EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED SPIN MODES
CONTROLS* LOAD- SPIN MODE
6H 6a 6r 6d ING a sec/turn _b/2V V
deg deg deg deg deg ft/sec
0 0 -30 0 I
-14 0 -30 0 i
i0 0 -30 0 i
0 25 -30 i0 I
-14 25 -30 i0 i
0 25 0 i0 2
0 0 0 0 3
Spin tunnel 93 f
46 (70) 5.3 .07 300
Predicted 69 5.1 .09 256
8O f
Spin tunnel 67 (74) 5.0 .09 269
Predicted 73 4.3 .ii 257
80 f
Spin tunnel 38 (59) 6.7 .06 290
Predicted 68 5.7 .08 263
Spin tunnel 83 2.5 .18 261
Predicted 82 2.6 .18 247
Spin tunnel 81 2.9 .15 261
Predicted 84 2.3 .21 245
Flight test 85 2.7 .15 300
Predicted 83 2.5 .16 301
Flight test 75 5.4 .06 375
Predicted 69 5.2 .07 332
*6f set at 30 °, 35 °, and 34 ° for rotary balance, spin model, and full-scale
a_ _=,=, respectively.

























A Slip ring housing
B Drive shaft
C Support boom








(a) Side view of model.
Figure 2.- Sketch of rotary balance apparatus.
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A Slip ring housing







J F Sideslip angle
potenti _neter i/














Figure 3.- Three-view drawing of 1/10-model of McDonnell Douglas F-18 airplane
Dimensions are given in inches unless otherwise noted. Fuselage reference
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***** F-18 ROTAR"," I::ALANF:E DATA *****
F-18 Bo,-l,._., BETA= 0



















































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA









































































































































































































































































































































F-18 RATRRY BRLRNF:E BRTR
F- i:-',B,:,d!,, BETR= 0


















































































































































50 -.40 .005 .76 077 .374 .0021 .1301 -.40
-.30 .006 .74 091 .290 .0010 091:3 -.30
-.20 003 .68 088 .242 .0033 0766 -.20
-.10 00:3 .66 095 .185 .0043 0616 -.10
-.05 005 .66 096 .123 .0033 0468 -.05
0.00 018 .62 087 .044 -.0001 0177 0.00
0.00 018 .62 084 .04:3 .0000 0184 0.00
.05 006 .71 104 .040 -.0013 0054 .05
i0 008 .69 100 -._=-. __,.:. .0001 0102 .10
.20 012 .70 101 -.183 -.0015 - 0614 .20
.30 014 .72 .096 -.245 -.0003 - 0910 .30
.40 009 .74 .082 -.349 -.0016 - 1352 .40
................................................................................
55 -.40 -.005 77 .094 .:379 .0029 .1423 -.40
-.30 -.003 74 .100 296 .0021 .1099 -.30
-.20 -.00:2 68 .082 .239 .0036 .088! -.20
-.10 .00:3 66 080 220 .0060 0851 -.10
-.05 .006 66 083 174 .0055 0690 -.05
0.00 .007 6:3 093 103 .0044 0497 0.00
0.00 .010 62 095 106 .0048 0517 0.00
.05 -.001 71 123 ,057 .0003 0247 .05
.10 -.001 72 128 051 .0019 0222 .10
.20 .002 70 098 - 198 -.0031 -.0755 .20
.30 .005 7:3 104 -.260 -.0010 -.1026 .30









































































































































































































































































































































































































































• 064 - 087
.066 - 142
.038 - 19:3


































































































































































































***** F-18 ROTARYBALFiNCEBRTR *****
F-18 Bo,-ly BETA=10







































































































0:36 -.02 .030 -.037
0:3:3 -.04 .028 -.046
0:31 -.03 .031 -.041
026 -.01 .039 -.041
026 -.01 .039 -.060
027 -,01 .039 -.061
022 .02 .051 -.065
025 .01 .050 -.088
026 .01 .050 -.102


































































































































































F-18 RnTRR"r' BRLRNf':E DATR























































































































































































04:3 ,122 -,0027 ,0475
076 -,039 -,0015 ,0288
058 -,058 -.0048 -.0059
071 -.112 -.0014 -.0140
08:3 -,086 -.0028 -.0388
083 -.089 -,0027 -.0388
079 -.160 -,0051 -.0643

























47 ,045 .208 -.0017
41 ,066 .104 -.0002
45 .039 .027 -.00?I
:38 ,080 -,059 -.0025
40 ,089 -.I:38 -.0024
40 ,088 -.138 -,0025
39 .075 -,221 -,0053





































































































































































61 .099 .088 -.0029
56 .075 .044 -.0032
52 .050 .033 -.0030
53 .072 -.062 -.0062
53 .099 -.024 -.0027
53 .101 -.027 -.0027
54 .080 -.182 -.0066









































.067 .070 -.0037 .0617 -.40
051 .035 -.0039 .0433 -.30
035 .016 -.0039 .0261 -.20
051 -.052 -.0059 -.0075 -.10
079 -.141 -.0071 -.0441 0.00
076 -.127 -.0070 -.0422 0.00
100 -.151 -.0068 -.0871 .10




























































































































F-18 ROTRRY BRLRNCE DRTR
F- 18 Body BETA= 10













































































































































































045 .208 -.0017 .0727 -.40
066 .104 -.0002 .0500 -.30
0:39 .027 -.0071 -.0033 -.20
080 -.059 -.0025 -.0028 -.10
089 -.138 -.0024 -.0375 0.00
088 -.138 -.0025 -.0378 0.00
075 -.221 -.0053 -.0782 .10
050 -.287 -.0066 -.1057 .20
056 .239 -.0004 .1019 -.40
081 .137 .0019 .0807 -.30
082 .029 -.0022 .0324 -.20
099 .018 -.0031 .0083 -.10
103 -.126 -.0036 -.0402 0.00
099 -.125 -.00:33 -.0379 0.00
089 -.229 -.0067 -.0928 .10



























052 .198 -.0014 .1035 -.40
068 .163 .0028 .1039 -.30
078 .073 .0005 .0595 -.20
105 .056 .0012 .0454 -.10
128 -.035 -.0006 .0012 0.00
127 -.038 -.0008 -.0010 0.00
092 -.233 -.0072 -.0997 .10
069 -.326 -.0092 -.1404 .20
092 .132 -.0020 .0816 -.40
044 .138 .0007 .0927 -.30
056 .103 .0003 .0717 -.20
104 .075 -.0009 .0452 -.10
145 .046 .0011 .0335 0.00
148 .042 .0011 .0330 0.00
093 -.211 -.0068 -.1022 .10




















































099 .088 -.0029 .0678 -.40
075 .044 -.0032 .0467 -.30
050 .033 -.0030 .0332 -.20
072 -.062 -.0062 -,0027 -.10
099 -.024 -.0027 .0023 0.00
101 -.027 -.0027 .0014 0.00
080 -.182 -.0066 -.0982 .10
115 -.221 -.0066 -.1047 .20
61 .067 .070 -.0037
57 .051 .035 -.0039
54 .035 .016 -.0039
53 .051 -.052 -.0059
53 .079 -.141 -.0071
52 ,076 -.127 -.0070
57 .100 -.151 -.0068



































































































61 -.005 .011 -,0060
57 .007 -.007 -.0058
54 -.001 -.041 -.0063
53 -.003 -.059 -.0063
53 .046 -.064 -.0051
52 .037 -.059 -.0050
.57 .068 -.080 -,0059
•57 .056 -.163 -.0066
•58 .041 -.211 -.0071































60 -.025 .026 -.0057 ,0240 -.40
55 -.034 -.013 -.0063 .0025 -.30
52 -.03? -.045 -.0069 -.0194 -.20
51 -,037 -.051 -,0064 -,0309 -.10
51 .002 -.039 -.0045 -.0276 0.00
52 .003 -.034 -.0046 -.0270 0.00
.55 .031 -.058 -.0051 -.0428 .10
.54 .027 -.139 -.0057 -.0567 .20
.55 -.009 -.202 -.0061 -.0652 .30





































































***** F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA **_**
F-18 Bod_,, Wing BETA= 0




































































































- 20 - 000
- 10 - 006

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F-!8 RATARY BALANCE BATA








































































- 078 - 013
- 086 - 070



































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BRLRI',IF:E DATA









































































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA



























































- 313 - 033
- 330 - 080
- 333 - 125
BETR= 0










































































































































































<e**** F-18 ROTARYI::RLANF:IE TiRTA ._:**
F-18 Bodp, Mir,g, LEX BETR= 0
A L PHA ':;_b .."2 V CFI r: N Cm Cy C 1 Cn _"b .,-"2 Y'
































































































































































































































































































F-18 Bod._.,, Hir, g_
ALPHA _'_b/2Y CA
LEX















































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 Body', Nit,g, LE>::
RLF'HR qb/2V (':R
F-18 RCITRRY BRLRNi-:E BFITR































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANF:E ]]ATA












































































































































i 89 .036 .I10
i 79 .057 .078
1 75 .070 .048
1 73 .079 .011
1 70 .085 -.009
1 68 .082 -.009
i 68 .079 -.027
i 69 .075 -.043
1 75 .072 -.072







































































- 0035 - 0345
- 0068 - 0768










































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE BFITR
F-18 Body, Wir,,g, LEX BETA= 0


































































































































































































































































**_*_, F _,=.r,O iRR'Y' BALANCE DATA **_**
F-18 Bod_.,_ Ning_ LEX, Horizc, ntal BETA= 0

























































































































































- 002 1 13

































































































































































F-18 RnTRR'-," BRLRNF:E ]]RTR
F-I:-: I::od_,, Hit,g, LE::::,Hor. iz,-,r,t,al BETR= 0































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTRRY BRLRt.ICE DRTR
F-18 Bod,/, Ning, LEX, H,:,rizor,t.al BETA= 0
















































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BRLRNC:E DATA
Horizor, tal




































































































































- 648 - 015
- 644 - 031
- 656 - 009








































































_**_ F-18 ROTARY BFILRNF:E BRTA _-_.
F-18 Bod,/, Ning., LE)<, _", r ..i,al BETR= 0







































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 Bod_, Ning, LEX, ',,,'er.ti,zal
















































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA
F-18 Bod!.,, Nir,g, LEX, Yer.t.i,-al BETA= 8





























































































































































































































































































































































ALPHA _'_b/2V C A
L E ::::,
F-18 RnTARY BALANCE DATA
Vert i,-al














• 05 ,075 1.73
• 10 .076 1.73
• 20 •069 1.71

























































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA
F-18 Bod_', Ning, LEX, Vertical BETA=

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA
F-18

































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA

































































































































033 2.15 -.207 .199
039 2.06 -.138 .188
044 1.99 -.085 .129
043 1.99 -.053 .070
041 2.00 -.049 .042
042 1.99 -.049 .029
054 1.95 -.055 .009
053 1.96 -.055 .006
042 1.98 -.054 .005
040 1.99 -.052 .000
041 2.00 -.058 -.019
043 1.98 -.086 -.070
040 2.04 -.136 -.122















































































2 02 - 075
2 02 - 078
2 02 - 085
2 04 - 122
2 10 - 181



























































RLF'HR ,,';_b" 2 V
F-18 ROTRR'Y' BALANCE DATA



































































































40 .035 2.44 -.342
-.40 .025 2.46 -.480
-.30 .036 2.28 392
-.20 .041 2.19 - 3:30
-.10 .042 2.14 - 278






































































































































































F-18 RFITFIRY BALANCE DATA
















































































































030 2.59 -.493 .293
041 2.43 -.466 .203
046 2,29 -,442 ,143
046 2.18 -,411 ,086
044 2.09 -.421 .044
044 2.09 -.424 .035
066 2.08 -.411 ,034
065 2.08 -.403 .026
045 2.09 -,417 ,007
048 2.10 -.417 -.001























































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALI=It.ICE DATA
F-18































































































































































































































































































































































***** F-18 ROTARY BALANF:E I]ATA _:****
F- 18 BETA= 10
























































































































































































































- 006 - 126
- 023 - 143
- 02:3 - 141
- 024 - 119
032 - 120
- 050 - 117
089 - 119
132 - 122







































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA
F-18



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA

























































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA
F- 18 BETA=















C m Cy C l Cn
042 2.42 -.623 -.099 -
033 2.29 -.635 -.101 -
039 2.19 -.666 -.107 -
051 2.14 -.689 -,091 -
053 2.13 -.708 -.092 -
052 2.14 -.714 -.087 -
027 2.12 -.736 -.107 -
028 2.13 -.747 -.101 -
049 2.15 -.719 -.078 -
.046 2.16 -.720 -.07:3 -
.039 2.18 -.720 -.081 -
.021 2.23 -.750 -.113 -
.013 2.39 -.806 -.145 -
































***** F-!8 ROTARY BALANCE DATA _****
F-18 BETA=-IO






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTRRY BRLRNCE DRTR


































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA
F-18



















• 058 2.21 -.544
• 065 2.14 -.466










































































































































2 24 - 656
2 16 - 605
2 16 - 615
2 15 - 611
2 ii - 609
2 10 - 611
2 13 - 600
2 12 - 595
2 14 - 587
2 22 - 546
2 36 - 550
















































































































































F-18 ROTRRY BRLRNCE DRTR
BETR=-IO












































































































































































*-_*** F-18 ROTARYBALA!q.r:ELiATA *****
F-18 minus LEX BETA= 0























































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 minus LEX BETA= 0











































































































































































































































































































































































ALPHA _%b/2V C A
F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA















































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 RF_TRR'Y' BRLAI'..IF:E DRTA
F-18 minus LEX BETR= 0



















































65 -.40 -.005 2.35 -.765
-.30 .014 2.23 -.703
-.20 .030 2.0:3 -.683
-.10 .042 1.85 -.703
-.05 .045 1.82 -.722
0.00 ,034 1.84 -.704
0.00 .039 1.82 -.718
.05 .033 1.87 -.689
,10 .035 1.90 -.654
.20 .028 2.05 -.698
.30 .016 2.20 -.718

































































































- 006 2 30


















































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA
F-18 minus LEX















































































































































































































































































***** F-18 ROTRRY BRLRNC:E DRTR *****
F-18 minus LEX BETR= i0




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 I_'CTAR'y' ]::ALAI-.IE:E ]'_ATA
F-18 minus LEX

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA
F-18 minus LEX






































































































































































































***** F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA *****
F-18 with vent. aft. 5.75" BETA=



























































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 uith ver.t, a£t,
ALPHA ._b/2V C A
F-18 RFITAR'T' BALANCE DATA
5.75"



















































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 uigh vert. a{'t 5.?5"





























































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 with vert, aft.



































1 99 - 277
2 09 - 245
2 12 - 244
2 15 - 299
2 26 - 415

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































***_ F-18 ROTARYBALANCEDATA $****
F-18 with vert., at"t 5.75" BETA= 10


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 000 - 045
- 050 - 064
- 050 - 066
- 064 - 034
- 090 - 032
- 146 - 028














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 with vert. af't 5.75"




































































































_ F-18 ROTARYBALANCEDATA _****
F-18 _lef=30 BETA=0







































































































































































































































































































































- 068 1 36
- 068 1 38
- 059 I 38
- 041 1 37
- 033 1 38
- 028 1 43





































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA




































































































































































































































































































































































































































- 054 2 22
- 057 2 19
- 069 2 31
- 074 2 38
- 081 2 47
- 097 2 61






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































***** F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA *****
F-18 _I e£=30 BETA: 10
RLPHR _b/2V CR CN Cm Cy C1 Cn Qb/2V
20 -.40 -.054 1.26 .047 -.263 .0686 0625 -.40
-.30 -.051 1.25 .034 -.209 .0405
-.20 -.050 1.28 .005 -.150 .0202
-,10 -.060 1.29 -.017 -.108 .0019
-.05 -.066 1.29 -.033 -.096 -.0070
0.00 -.064 1.27 -.055 -.096 -.0158
0.00 -.066 1.28 -.059 -.089 -.0151
.05 -.075 1.31 -.072 -.066 -.0241
.10 -.074 1.29 -.094 -.060 -.0346
.20 -.054 1.27 -.141 -.050 -.0476
.30 -.041 1.29 -.203 -.047 -.0628















































1.61 .045 -.200 .0540 .0679 -.40
1.57 .023 -.175 .0310 .0469 -.30
1.53 -.001 -.141 .0146 .0248 -.20
1.54 -.019 -.092 -.0022 .0058 -.10
1.55 -.034 -.077 -.0106 -.0029 -.05
1.50 -.060 -.085 -.0160 -.0113 0.00
1.51 -.056 -.085 -.0154 -.0120 0.00
1.49 -.071 -.075 -.0132 -.0170 .05
1.47 -.094 -.070 -.0128 -.0234 .10
1.45 -. 155 -.069 -.0141 -.0421 .20
1.45 -.229 -.067 -.0234 -.0689 .30












































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA






































































































































































































































































































































































































ALPHA ()b/2V CA CN C m













































































65 -.40 -.076 2.41 -.289 .124
-,30 -,066 2.23 -.304 .052
-,20 -,051 2,12 -,317 ,032
-.10 -,043 2.02 -.313 -.009
-,05 -.035 1.92 -.354 -.043
0.00 -.024 1.89 -.335 -.090
0.00 -.022 1.92 -.351 -.081
,05 -.036 1.96 -.350 -.087
.10 -.039 1.99 -.363 -.132
,20 -,049 2,04 -,484 -,255
.30 -.061 2.14 -.550 -.341















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































***** F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA *****
F-18 SIe£=30 Sr=-30 BETR: 0





























































































































































55 -.40 -.058 2.65 -.503
-.30 -.034 2.44 -.364
-.20 -.013 2.32 -.286
-.10 .007 2.26 -.278
-.05 .002 2.21 -.298
0.00 .007 2.16 -.272
0.00 .007 2.15 -.259
.05 -.004 2.18 -.204
• 10 .010 2.26 -.092
.20 -.019 2.35 -.197
• 30 -,034 2.42 -,288


































































































































































































-.40 -.052 2.75 -.541
-.30 -.012 2.55 -.487
-.20 .014 2.41 -.458
-.10 .027 2.28 -.410
-.05 .027 2.23 -.391
0.00 .044 2.19 -.370
0.00 .045 2.20 -.371
•05 .046 2.18 -.394
.10 .043 2.23 -.395
.20 .018 2.44 -.379
• 30 -.003 2.54 -.475


















































-.40 -.073 2.85 -.590 .
-.30 -.034 2.62 -.540 .
-.20 -.008 2.46 -.499 .
-.10 .002 2.34 -.442 .
-.05 .005 2.31 -.423 .
0.00 .024 2.16 -.439 -.
0.00 .022 2.16 -.448 -.
•05 .021 2.23 -.446 -.
.10 .013 2.29 -.457 -.
.20 -,002 2.43 -,505 -.
.30 -.033 2,63 -.546 -.








































































































































F-18 _I ef'=30 _r=-30
RLPHR ¢_b/'2V CR CN
85 -. 40 -. 026 2.86 -
-. 30 .002 2.60 -
-.20 .040 2.40 -
-. 10 .078 2.27 -
-. 85 .085 2.25 -
0.00 .061 2.24 -
0.00 .065 2.23 -
.05 .086 2.25 -
.10 .077 2.28 -
.20 .846 2.38 -
.30 .007 2.56 -
.40 -. 022 2.84 -
ROTRRY BRLRNCE DRTR







































90 -. 40 -. 040
























.05 .046 2.26 -.758 .034
.10 .036 2.26 -.744 .051
.20 .009 2.34 -.716 .005
.30 -.022 2.52 -.751 .013





















***** F-18 ROTARYBALANCEDATA *****
F-18 _Ie£=30 Sr=-30 BETA=10






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA
F-18 _Ie£=30 _r=-30
ALPHA _b/2V C A C N C m Cy Cl
BETA= 10
Cn Qb/2V









































































































































































***** F-18 F.'.STRR"r'BALAHCE DATA **_**
F-18 _l ef'=30 _a=25 _,::1= 10 BETA= 0
ALPHA _'_b...'2V CA £:I'.I Cm Cy C 1 Cn _b,'2V

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTFIRY BFILANCE DATA
F-18 _1e_=30 _a=25 _,d= 10
































































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTRRY BALRNCE DRTR
_d=10




































































































































































































































































































***** F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA *****
F-18 _I ef'=30 Sa=25 Sd=lO BETA: 10












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- 0365 - 0118
- 0343 - 0118
- 0271 - 0266
- 0210 - 0399
- 0139 - 0598
- 0128 - 0840
















































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA
F-18 _I el=30 Sa=25 _,d=10









































- 025 1 95
- 021 1 87
- 022 1 87
- 002 1 80
- 015 1 87
- 024 1 91
















































































































































































75 -.40 -,030 2.34 -.438 -,075 -,0597
-,30 -,009 2,12 -,427 -.105 -,0465
-,20 .0!0 2.02 -.465 -.12! -.0455
-.10 .011 1.91 -.452 -.136 -.0415
-,05 .010 1.90 -.446 -.150 -.0418
0.00 -,005 1.92 -,451 -,169 -.0424
0,00 -,002 1,91 -,453 -,176 -,0431
,05 -.002 1.91 -.439 -.192 -.0374
.10 -.010 1.90 -.458 -.218 -.0364
,20 -,021 1.98 -,555 -.256 -,0436
,30 -,036 2,14 -.642 -,280 -,0453


















































F- 18 _1 el'=30 _,a=25
ALPHA _;_b/2V CR
F-18 ROTRRY BALANCE DATA
_d=10













































































































































































































































































***** F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA *****
F-18 F>Ie£=30 ,_a=25 _.,-i=10 _r=-30 BETA= 0



























































































































2.39 -.348 .347 -.0322
2.29 -.238 .299 -.0239
2.24 -.142 .206 -.0173
2.18 -.096 .113 -.0137
2.17 -.067 .060 -.0131
2.12 -.065 -.025 -.0097
2.'II -.070 -.028 -.0095
2.17 -.094 -.051 -.0134
2.21 -.072 -.110 -.0152
2.22 -.I12 -.171 -.0258
2.34 -.217 -.345 -.0171






































































































































ALPHA Ob/2V C A
F-18 ROTARY BALAHCE DATA
_d=10 _r=-30









































































































-.40 -.062 2.73 -
-.30 -.030 2.54 -
-.20 -.006 2.36 -
-.10 .006 2.17 -
-.05 .008 2.17 -
0.00 .010 2.13 -
0.00 ,012 2.14 -
.05 .007 2.19 -
.10 .004 2.22 -
.20 -.007 2.33 -
,30 -,032 2,52 -
.40 -.070 2.78 -
-.40 -.047 2.74 -
-.30 -.013 2.51 -
-.20 .014 2.34 -
-.10 .036 2.17 -
-.05 .041 2.15 -
0.00 ,030 2.12 -
0.00 .030 2.13 -
.05 .032 2.18 -
,10 .025 2.20 -
,20 .009 2.33 -
.30 -.017 2.49 -














































- 0251 - 0155
- 0240 - 0385




















































F-18 ROTRRY BRLRNC:E DRTA
_d=lO _r .... 30


































































































































































***** F-18 ROTARYBALANCEDATA *****
F-18 _Ie£=30 _a=25 _d=10 _r=-30 BETA= 10


































































































































































- 027 - 032
- 010 - 112
012 - 182
- 001 l 204
- 044 - 256
- 039 - 258
- 058 - 281
- 068 - 361
- 149 - 470
- 253 - 551




































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA
_d=lO _,r=-30














































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 :_1 e£=30 Sa=25
RLPHR _;_b,.'2 V CR
F-18 ROTRRY BRLRNCE DRTR
_d=lO Sr=-30




































































































































































































"_*._: F-I:S: F.'OTRR"r' BRLRI'..ICE BRTR *****
F-18 gl el'=30 :br.... :--:0 :.'_-.,H= - 14
RL P HF4 ,.3i.-,..."2 V I: R I-:N F:m







































































































































40 - 114 9:38 '-'-'R• 6. -..:,_._
:30 -. 090 2.23 -. :326
20 -.079 2. 15 -.249
!0 - 055 2.08 - "'-''
05 -. 047 2.05 -. 225
00 -. 0:3:2: 2.00 -. 201
00 -. 0:-:i 1.99 -. 207
.05 -.051 2.08 -. 152
.10 -.059 2.1:3 -.144
.20 -.078 2.21 -.1'92
.30 -.102 2. :31 -.270





















































































































































F-18 RFTRR"r' BRLRNf:E "nRTR
_,l ef =:-:0 ;['.,t.... :3A SH=-I 4
,::,1-,...'2 V C:R i":N Cm C:y C:1
-.40 -.124 2.51 -.400
-.30 -.087 2.29 -.334
-.20 -.063 2.16 -.327
-.10 -.041 2.08 -.318
-.05 -.036 2.06 -.316
0.00 -.033 2.03 -.309
0.00 -,032 2.01 -.302
.05 -.040 2.11 -.264
.10 -.050 2.15 -.235
.20 -.075 2.30 -.173 -
.30 -.090 2.34 -.352 -




























































































































































































































































































































F- l:-: _Ie£=:=:0 _,t....:30 ',;.,H=- 14
























































































2.-'-'_ -. 6'9 =,
2.21 -. 702
2.15 -.715






































































.+e_** F-18 ROTARYBALANCEDATA **<e_.
F-18 _1ef=:-:O ',_r.... 30 _,H=-14 BETA=10





















































































































































































































































































































F- 18 _,lef'='_B :Z,r....30 ¢ --- oH- 14 'F:ETA= 10























































































































































































































































- 012 2 39
- 0:30 2 33
- 025 2 34
- 017 2 38
- 026 2 42
- 050 2 52
- 087 2 65
- 124 2 94
-.627 - 063
- 642 - 122
- 642 - 127
- 623 - 134
- 626 - 140
- 634 - 176
- 634 - 184
- 621 - 155
- 624 - 157
- 682 - 175
- 763 - 208



















































F-18 _lef=30 :L',r=-:Be ;-,H=-14
A L F'HA ,__1-,..,'2 V r: R r: N Cm Cy C1
BETR=
Cn
:-]5 -.40 -.109 2.79 -.660
-.30 -.082 2.77 -.693
-.20 -.045 2.59 -.680
-.10 -.016 2.49 -,700
-.05 -.004 2.45 -.696
0.00 -.029 2.37 -.707
0.00 -.026 2.34 -.700
.05 -.013 2.43 -.696
.10 -.025 2.47 -.704
.20 -.055 2.53 -.747
.30 -.097 2.68 -.823








































































































































***** F-18 ROTRR'fBRLRNIEzEBATA :*****
F-I8 _,lel'=30 '._H=-14 ',ba=25 )_.r =-:1:0 _.,d=10 BETA=0





































- 089 2 20
- 059 2 10
- 040 2 0:3
- 028 1 97
- 030 1 96

































































































































































































































































































































F-18 I_:I-ITAR'_' BALANCE 1]8TR
Sa=25 r -or'=-oO _,,d=10


















- 261 - 007
- 258 - 026
- 237 - 010
- 206 - 036
- 128 - 139
- 340 - 219































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA
F-18 Slef=30 _H=-I4 Sa=25 _r=-30 Sd=lO
ALPHA _b/2V C A C N C m Cy Cl
BETA= 0
Cn Db/2V
85 -.40 -,098 2.74 -.715
-,30 -.076 2.48 -.709
-.20 -,025 2.28 -.629
-,10 ,005 2,21 -.612
-.05 ,01:3 2,20 -,622
0.00 -,007 2.17 -,623
0,00 -.006 2.17 -.605
,05 .014 2.19 -.601
.10 ,005 2.21 -.590
,20 -,024 2.30 -.623
.30 -,070 2.49 -.663


































































































































***** F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA *****
C .,F-18 F_l e{=:-:O SH=-14 co.=_=25 or=-30 _,d= 10 BETA= 10













































































































































































































































- 0057 0 00


































































































































F-18 F.'.OTARY BALANCE TJATA
_,1e f = :_--:0'.SH=-14 c.__.=== , _r ....:38 Sd-lg
,12," -- _












































































65 - 40 -.098
-:30 -.072
- 20 - 054
- 10 - 035
- 05 - 029
0 00 016























































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA
F-18 _.,le f'= :-:0 _H=-I4 '-....'.=, -o.-,-,_._ b_....30 _d=lO
ALPHA
85

























- 562 - 116
- 553 - 159
- 564 - 172
- 583 - 163
- 584 - 152
- 592 - 201
- 576 - 206
- 572 - 168
- 578 - 179
- 632 - 202
- 732 - 220











































































































































"- -":'5 _,t.... :-:0 ;.'T.,,-I=5 BETR=0F-18 F_1e'f"=:30 :_,H=-14 oa-_-.-


















- 021 1 64




- 015 1 66


























































































































































































- 021 1 91
- 008 I 86
- 006 1 87
- 026 1 94
- 021 2 02
044 2 10
- 064 2 14































































F-18 _I el'=30 >-.,H=-14 _a=25


















































































































































- 014 2 11
- 045 2 28






































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA
F-18 _,l,=.,I."= :_.rl.. ',_,H=- 14 ,r:,.=....- _'=_, '-,br =-:.::_-..-I_,:I=5
ALPHA ',';_b ' 2 V CA ¢:N Cm F:y C 1













































































2. :32 -. 652





























































**:-e*_ F-18 I_:OTAR'Y' BALANCE DATA **.40**
F-18 _lef=:--:O )_T,H=-I4 :_,=,=25 ' "- _ ,T -_,'.,r - -._, 0 od-._ BETA= 10












































































































































































55 - 40 - 084 2.29 - 262
- 30 - 060 2.12 - 268
- 20 - 040 2.80 - 271
- 10 - 039 1.97 - 225
- 05 - 033 1.94 - 215
0 00 - 017 1.93 - 146
0 00 - 018 1.93 - 157
05 - 020 1.96 - 119
10 - 013 1.89 - 257
20 - 025 1.93 - 274
30 - 042 2.00 - 390






































































































































F-18 ROTRR'f BALANCE BRTR
F-18 _lef=38 _,H=-I4 _,a=25 _t....30 _d=5
ALPHA _b..'2V CA CN Cm Cy
.......................................























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- 170 - 0550
- 167 - 0444
- 147 - 0404
- 1:30 - 0381
- 151 - 0367
- 157 - 0352
- 125 - 0358
- 131 - 0339
- 147 - 0304








































***** F-18 RFITARYBALANCEI]ATA *****
F-18 _l ef=:::O CH=lO
':' BET8= 0

































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTAI;'Y BALA.I'.!F:E nATA
CN Cm C y C 1
BETA= 0
Cn _b,."2V


































































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 RJTAE ]::ALANCE DFITA
F-18 _lef=30 _H=10


















































































































































































































































































































F-18 _Ie£=30 _,H= 10
ALPHA _b/2Y C A
F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA














































































































































































































































































***** F-18 ROTRRY BALANCE BRT8 *****
F-18 _lef=30 _,H=IO BETA= 10
RLF'HFI ,C_b ,."2 V C:R C'.t..I C:m Cy C 1 Cn (_b ..."2 ',,,'
-x.."_ _ _ _._ _ _ _ _: _ _-_* _**: _ _-_ _ _-x.:_ _ _ _ _ _ _-_-_..-:e.' _ _-_ _ _ _ _ _-_ ÷ ÷ _ _._. _:_ _._ _ _._ _ _-x. _ _**_ _



























































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BFILRNF:E DATA











































- 130 - 011
- 080 - 053
- 060 - 115
- 085 - 134
- 117 - 181
- 112 - 181
- 139 - 224
- 160 - 303
- 248 - 419
- 348 - 501
















































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTFIRY I_:RLRNCE DATA
F-18 _l el=30 _,H=IO BETA= 10
ALPHA _bx2V C A C:N Cm C,¢
..............................
60 -. 40 -. 010 2. :39 -, 3::3:3 ,110
-.30 -,005 2.28 -.327 ,060
-,20 ,002 2.12 -.323 .006
-.10 ,004 2.08 -.287 .001
-.05 ,008 2.05 -,276 -,040
0.00 .013 2.02 -,293 -.094
0.00 .009 2.03 -,285 -,092
,05 ,019 2.01 -.298 -,144
.10 .019 2.01 -.302 -.219
,20 .024 2.00 -.502 -.341
,30 ,016 2.14 -.578 -.386



























-. 40 -, 011 2.46 -, :3:-:0 , 112 030265
-,:30 -.014 2.32 -.353 .031 -
-.20 -,006 2.16 -.362 -,007 -
-.10 -,000 2.11 -.361 -,043 -
-,05 ,002 2.07 -,356 -.064 -
0.00 ,018 2.00 -.361 -,I14 -
0.00 ,010 2.03 -.354 -.105 -
.05 .012 2.01 -.372 -.133 -
.10 .009 2,05 -.372 -.188 -
.20 .013 2.05 -.523 -.295 -
.30 .004 2.19 -.605 -.388 -













70 -.40 -,014 2.50 -.364 .082 -.0350
-.30 -,011 2.38 -,395 -,013 -,0054
-,20 .003 2.20 -,406 -.047 -,0000
-.10 .009 2.12 -.397 -.061 -.0087
-.05 ,010 2.09 -.393 -,078 -.0164
0.00 .012 2.02 -.412 -.130 -.0248
0.00 .012 2.01 -.408 -.131 -.0251
.05 .017 2.02 -.418 -.151 -.0241
.10 .019 2,02 -.462 -.198 -.0272
,20 .014 2.09 -,558 -,233 -,0378
,30 ,000 2.32 -,631 -,284 -,0450













,F,7. -,40 ,002 2.51 -.510 -,005
-,30 ,020 2.35 -,495 -,047
-.20 .031 2.18 -.475 -.077
-,I0 ,039 2.10 -.46Z -,i00
-.05 .050 2.00 -.493 -.110
0.00 .036 1.99 -.514 -.135
0.00 .036 1.98 -.499 -.161
•05 .042 1.97 -.502 -.160
•10 .035 2.00 -.520 -.187
,20 .030 2.08 -,627 -,220
,30 .020 2,26 -,728 -,255














































































































































































































































































































***** F-18 F=:nTAR'_' BALANCE DAtA *****
1 ef =:-',0 :LIH= 10 :_r =-:30 BETA= 0


































































































































































































55 -.40 -.012 2.69 -.552
--.30 .001 2.47 -.391
-.20 .021 2.31 -.313
-.10 ,039 2,24 -,306
-.05 ,03:3 2.22 -,331
0.00 .039 2.17 -.304
0.00 .041 2.17 -.317
.05 .025 2.22 -.246
.10 .037 2.30 -.102
.20 .030 2.37 -.182
.30 .005 2.47 -.312






































F-18 ',_1e£=30 :_,H= 10
RLPHA ,.;'_b.'2 V [:R
F-I:B F.'.ATRR't BALANCE DATA
1:',,r.... 30





































































































































































































































































































































































F- l::: _l e÷"=30 _H=IO
ALPHA _b,'2V CR
85
F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA
_r=-30
C N C m Cy
-.40 .009 2.71 -.764
-.30 .031 2.45 -.682
-.20 .064 2.28 -.640
-,10 ,0'96 2,16 -,631
-.05 ,107 2.15 -,664
0.00 .086 2.14 -.673
0.00 .091 2.14 -.685
.05 .110 2.14 -.661
.10 .099 2.16 -.645
.20 .073 2.26 -.657
,30 .037 2.43 -.701































































































































***** F-18 RUTR_ BALANCE DATA *****
:_,H=IO _,r=-30 BETA= 10










































































































































































































































































































































F-18 RATRR'r' BRLRHF:E DRTR
F-18 _,l e£ =:::0 _,H= 10 :_,t.... :_,_-1 BETR= 10
RLF'HA _)b..."2V C:A C:N


















































































































































- 429 - 003
- 439 - 014
- 42:3 - 048
- 410 - 065
- 4:34 - 152
- 417 - 141
- 443 - 140
476 - 175
- 583 - 210





















































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA
_r=-30




























































































































*:+*** F-18 ROTRR"," BRLRNCE DRTR ***,-x-
F-18 _l ef=:-:O _H=10 _.=,=25 _.r.... :-:0 Z.,d=10 BETR= 0





































































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 RATAF'Y BALANCE I]ATA
_,a=25 ;br =-30 _d=lO BETA= 0






















































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE ]]RTR
F-iF: _.,le-{= :'::0 _,H= i0 " ....'F, -,.' ,=-_ ._ _.,r = 30 $,,-I=10































































































































-x-*_ F-18 ROTFIRY BFILFINCE 9FITFI *****
F-I_ _1e£=30 (oH:10 _a=25 c._ o
_ ¢.r.-- _.0 :_.,-1=10 BETA= 10





























































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTRRY BRLAI'IF:E DATA
F-18 _,Iel=30 _,H= I0 o_-.-'.-,':"..... _t....:30 ,'._-.,,'I=10











































































.017 2.5:3 -.322 .074 -
.025 2.37 -.341 .014 -
.039 2.21 -.335 -.011 -
.052 2.11 -.:328 -.047 -
.064 2.04 -.339 -.086 -
075 2.01 -.348 -.142 -
075 1.98 -.347 -.147 -
062 2.07 -.354 -.137 -
059 2.10 -.363 -.176 -
055 2,12 -,482 -,272 -
036 2,32 -,565 -,344 -






































































































































































































F-18 Sle£=30 _H=lO ha=25 Sr=-38 Sd=ig
ALPHA Qb/2V C A C N C m Cy
-.40 .040 2.51 -.568 -.024
-.30 .064 2.34 -.573 -.086
-.20 .095 2.20 -.594 -.106
-.10 .119 2.10 -.604 -.097
-.05 .123 2.07 -.606 -.098
0.00 .098 2.01 -.626 -.133
0.00 .099 2.03 -.636 -.126
.05 .106 2.09 -.603 -.100
.10 .095 2.10 -.607 -.120
.20 .070 2.15 -.665 -.158
.30 .032 2.35 -.745 -.173





































































































***** F-18 ROTARYI::ALANF:E I'IATA **_.**
F- 1 :-: _.,lef'=:l:O ',_,H=10 >-,a=25 ',.'-,,r.=-30c -:
_ od .... BETA= 0















































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTRR"r' BRLRI'.ICE DRTR
:_ =,=25 _,s-.... 30 Sd=5





























































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA
F-18 _Ie£=30 _H=10 _a=25 _,r=-30 _d=5































































.035 2.5:3 -,724 .034
.047 2.26 -.664 ,042
.071 2.10 -.632 .035
106 2.03 -.667 -.008
115 2.02 -.677 .000
096 1.95 -.698 -.008
099 1.98 -.705 .00:3
114 2.01 -.670 .027
105 2.04 -.651 .025
081 2.10 -.640 -.018
056 2.24 -.669 -.002








































***-_* F-18 ROTRRY BRLANCE DATA *_*_.*
F-18 _1e£=:_0_ _H=IO :],a=25 ot'--ooc.... .- _,d=5 BETR= 10




























































































































































































































































































































F- 1::: _ 1 e.f'=3Pl :bH=10
8LF'H8 ';':.b .' 2 ',,.' CR
F-18 ROT8RY BFIL8NC:E hRTR
- r. _-
',_.,.=,= 2 5 )_.r.... :30 ,_,d ....





















































































































2.45 - 381 -.017
2.24 - 385 -.045
2.11 - 369 -.077
2.04 - 371 -.104
1.98 -:388 -.168
1.98 - 388 -.155
2.05 - 388 -.151
2.04 - 421 -.188




























































































































































































F-18 ROTRRY BRLFINCE DRTR
,.- . _ .-,












































































































































***** F-18 ROTARY BFILFINCE DATA *****
F-18 _,d=- 10 BETA= 0










































































































































































































































































































































































- 045 - 058
- 043 - 093
- 086 - 134
- 155 - 239
























































































































































































































































































F-18 F.:ATFIR'f BFILFINr:E DFITFI

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2 21 - 632
2 08 - 612
2 05 - 630
2 05 - 652
2 03 - 670














































































_*_ F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA *****
F-18 _,d=-10 BETA= 10
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- 046 - 0178
- 075 - 0169
- 118 - 0176
- 119 - 0150
- 129 - 0222
- 219 - 0238
- 344 - 0289











































































































































































F-J8 ROTAR'Y' BALANCE I]ATA






































































































































































































021 2.65 -.528 -.017
029 2.49 -.541 -.035
033 2.33 -.507 -.052
0:39 2.22 -.469 -.068
048 2.10 -.508 -.093
032 2.12 -.528 -.112
030 2.10 -.543 -.i12
0:38 2.13 -.537 -.113
0:33 2.14 -.542 -.126
0:33 2.26 -.586 -.149
0:35 2.46 -.690 -.162





































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA































2 44 - 569
2 30 - 559
2 12 - 569
2 10 - 589
2 09 - 613
2 09 - 624
2 13 - 613
2 15 - 615
2 27 - 651
2 46 - 741















































































































- 642 - 104
- 630 - 107
- 672 - 102
- 686 - 102
- 702 - 104
- 734 - 125









- 0307 - 0156
- 0268 - 0266
- 0255 - 0381











































***** F-18 ROTARYBALANCEDATA *****
F-18 _.,1 e'?=30 _,,-I=-10 BETA= 0
ALPHA Pb.'2V C:A CN
30 -.40 - 001
-. 30 - ¢_108
-. 20 - 020
-. i0 - 025








































































































































































40 -.080 2.66 -.539
30 -.052 2.47 -.427
20 -.031 2.35 -.346
10 -.004 2.25 -.328
05 -.007 2.20 -.346
O0 -.002 2.14 -.312
00 .001 2.14 -.320
05 -.016 2.20 -.275
10 -.007 2.30 -.160
20 -.023 2.35 -.230
30 -.035 2.40 -.298



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 _,Iel'=30 ',bd=-10 BETA=0













- 069 2 86










































































































































































*_'_'_ F-1 °,_, ROTARY BRLP, NRE DFIF,A, _***
F-18 _I el'=30 :_d=- 10 BETA= 10






































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTAI_:'Y' BALANCE DATA
F-18 _,lel=30 _.,d=-10 BETA= 10




































































































































































































479 .087 -,0336 ,0706
474 ,033 -.0048 .0368
467 .023 .0017 .0174
438 -,008 -,0052 -,0056
414 -,021 -.0099 -.0194
404 -.074 -.0149 -.0332
422 -,078 -,0177 -,0402
469 -,099 -,0253 -,0574
488 -,126 -,0243 -.0770
544 -.169 -.0303 -.1098
611 -.218 -.0410 -.133:3
656 -.358 -.0240 -.1886
-.40 -.067 2.7:3 -.631 .018
-.30 -,033 2.51 -.597 -.042
-,20 -,001 2,38 -,572 -,050
-.10 ,031 2.20 -.577 -,070
-.05 .045 2.19 -.616 -.078
0.00 .026 2.14 -.644 -.i16
0.00 ,029 2.15 -.641 -.112
• 05 .036 2.21 -.639 -.087
,10 .029 2.23 -.649 -,091
,20 .010 2,33 -,678 -,121
,30 -,018 2,52 -,78:3 -,142





















































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA
:Sd=-10







































































































- 744 - 081
- 772 - 114
- 776 - 106
- 764 - 077
- 768 - 076
- 783 - 095
- 848 - 114
























































***** F-l:-: I;'OTRRYBRLRNF:EDATA *****
F-18 $10£=:30 _c=30 _d=-lO
ALPHA Db'2V CA
30 -.40 -.017
-. 30 -. 020 2.20
-,20 -.027 2. 19
-.10 -. 0:33 2.21
-.05 -.035 2. 19
0.00 -.02:3 2. 12
0.00 -.024 2.13
.05 -.036 2.20
. 10 -.037 2.22
.20 -.035 2. 19



























F:t.1 F:r,, r: "r' C 1 Cn _)b .."2 '4


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• 30 .016 2.49






































































































- 0176 0 00







***** F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA *****
F-18 _I__$-_,0.... _,r=30 :_.d=-lO BETA= 10






















































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTAPY BALANC:E "rIATA
F-18 _,le£=:30 _,r.=:30 )_,d=-10













- 069 2 67
- 0:38 2 51










































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA
_,d=- 10 BETA= 10
CII Cm Cy C1 Cn _]b ..."2 V
056 2.77 -.645 .008
018 2.58 -.620 -.051
020 2.43 -.612 -.068
054 2.28 -.641 -.075
064 2.28 -.667 -.080
045 2.2:3 -.708 -.123
042 2.23 -.696 -.124
061 2.30 -.697 -,076
053 2.34 -.711 -.075
023 2.41 -.736 -.102













034 2.90 -.915 -.077




















































































'.-.-- - ':'F, ISr = :-:0F-18 _lef'=:30 o._ ,---








































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTAR"r' BALANCE DATA
--, _ '._r=30e£=30 b.-=--'_























































































































































































































































- 592 - 027
- 648 - 020










- 0073 - 0641








































F-18 _lef=30 _a=-25 _r=30 BETA=0
A L F'HR C.b ."2 V nz:A F:N C:m
.........................................
































































































































































****_ F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA *****
F-18 _l e.f'=30 :5a=-25 :hr.=30 BETA= 10
RLF'HR _'_b.,'2V CR CN Cm Cy C l Cn _)b/2V


















































































































































































































































-.40 -.014 2.50 -.276 .203
-.30 .002 2.36 -.220 .138
-.20 .012 2.23 -.209 .057
-.10 .020 2.16 -.187 -.002
-.05 .021 2.15 -.193 -.040
0.00 .032 2.14 -.125 -.I18
0.00 .031 2.14 -.099 -.106
•05 .026 2.19 -.078 -.149
• 10 .027 2.12 -.277 -.174
•20 .011 2.21 -.333 -.324
.30 -.010 2.33 -.493 -.372







































F- 18 '01e £ =:-',0 ,[-= _ .;,$ ,z - ._-
A LF'H A C_'b /2 Y F:A l-:N C:m C "l'
..............................................


























































































































































































38:3 .085 -.0124 .0696
390 .012 .0109 .0427
:385 -.033 .0132 .0232
391 -.054 -.0087 -.0126
395 -.067 -.0143 -.0282
404 -.109 -.0133 -.0411
404 -.107 -.0165 -.0402
425 -.116 -.0102 -.0542
450 -.140 -.0134 -.0716
526 -.193 -.0237 -.1047
584 -.219 -.0:3:30 -.1312
634 -.323 -.0144 -.1874
80 40 -.012 2.76 -.588 .014 -
30 .015 2.58 -.567 -.057
20 .046 2.42 -.552 -.074 -
10 .071 2.26 -.576 -.079 -
05 .080 2.25 -.604 -.085 -
00 .058 2.22 -.632 -.125 -
00 .059 2.19 -.630 -.125 -
05 .066 2.26 -.620 -.095 -
10 .054 2.30 -.622 -.106 -
20 .022 2.41 -.675 -.143 -
.30 -.016 2.64 -.785 -.155 -
































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA
eg=30 _a=-25 _r=30


























































































































































































***** F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA *****
F- 18 S 1e¢=:30 _a=-25 _r.=:30 _,d=- I0 BETA= 0













































































































- 056 2 57
- 038 2 38
- 020 2 26
005 2 18
- 001 2 14
004 2 10
005 2 09
- 011 2 16
- 003 2 25
- 022 2 31
- 032 2 34


















































































































































F-18 RATAR'Y BRLAHCE DATA
F-18 _l el'=:30 _.- =-2.= 5 :br.=:30 _>d=- 10
ALPHA













055 2.62 -.475 .377
017 2.41 -.422 .290
007 2.28 -.408 .232
023 2.17 -.388 .175
023 2.14 -.370 .137
027 2.09 -.359 .093
028 2.08 -.354 .091
019 2.15 -.325 .102
007 2.1'9 -.299 .074
007 2.32 -.211 -.007
019 2.37 -.358 -.i01










































































































































































































































































































































































.40 -.011 2.71 - 720 .015 .0267
90 -.40 -.050 2.66 -.763
-.30 -.024 2.41 -.708
-.20 .012 2.26 -.670
-•10 •041 2•18 -•662
-•05 •053 2.17 -•686
0.00 .037 2.10 -.704
0.00 .039 2.10 -.710
.05 .055 2.15 -.696
.10 .048 2.16 -.684
.20 .020 2.24 -.656
.30 -.012 2.42 -.675







































,-x.**-_ F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DATA *****
F-18 _.,Iel=30 _..=_=-25 >_-,r = 30 ',_,d=-10 BETA= 10






-.10 .001 1.86 -
-.05 .001 1.85 -
0.00 .010 1.78 -
0.00 .011 1.77 -
.05 .002 1.81 -
.10 .002 1.79 -
.20 .002 1.78 -
.30 -.007 1.80 -







































































































































































































































































































































F-18 _Ie_=30 i_a=-25 _r=30 i_d=-lO
ALPHA _b,'2V CA CN Cm Cy
..........................................
60 -.40 - 037 2.51 -.304 173 -
-.30 - 014 2.35 -.326 103
-.20 007 2.27 -.346 078
-.10 021 2.17 -.315 039
-.05 024 2.15 -.290 027
0.00 028 2.09 -.276 - 033
0.00 027 2.10 -.277 - 032
.05 .026 2.13 -.267 - 047 -
.10 .022 2.13 -.249 - 080
.20 .023 2.17 -.404 - 2:39 -
.30 .000 2.29 -.469 - 286 -
.40 -.031 2,58 -.585 - 333 -
65 - 40 -.034 2 56 - 324 .147
- 30 - 012 2 42 - 384 .070
- 20 013 2 31 - 385 .047
- 10 026 2 21 - 357 .013
- 05 028 2 18 - 341 -.004
0 00 041 2 10 - 330 -.058
0 00 041 2 10 - 325 -.047
05 034 2 10 - 331 .051
10 027 2 13 - 326 -.087
.20 021 2 22 - 452 -.204
.30 - 009 2.36 - 519 -.283
.40 - 045 2.68 - 606 -.378
.........................
70 -.40 - 032 2.62 -.427 .075
-.30 - 015 2.51 -.392 .046
-,28 012 2,35 -,412 ,087
-.10 021 2.24 -.388 -.006
-.05 025 2.22 -.373 -.025
0.00 023 2.15 -.372 -.077
0.00 022 2.16 -.368 -.065
.05 035 2.11 -.401 -.065
.10 .032 2.13 -.426 -.087
.20 .015 2.29 -.507 -.154
,30 -,016 2,48 -,560 -,204










































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANr:E DATA
F-18 _Ie£=30 _a=-25 _r:30 _d=-10 BETA= 10
ALPHA
85











































































































































































**_:_: F-1:3 RFITAR'._.'I::ALANCE hATR ._****
F-18 ',bIe £ =:E',O :_,H=-14 :_,.:_=-2 5 ',;:,r= :::0 :_,-I=-10 BETA= 0















































































40 -.40 -.055 2.21 -.083 401 0264 .1037
-.30 -.041 2.13 -.007 352 0208 .0697
-.20 -.026 2.05 .053 255 0248 .0415


















-.05 -.016 1.98 .086
0.00 -.005 1.94 .094
0.00 -.006 1.95 .093
.05 -.019 2.01 .105
,10 -.027 2.03 .115
.20 -.034 2.07 .094
.30 -.053 2.14 .024


















































































































































































































CA CN C m
-.110 2.51 - 372
-.069 2.32 - 323
-.042 2.20 - 30:3
-,023 2.13 - 294
-,022 2,11 - 282
-,023 "2,05 - 277
-,023 2,05 - 274
-,0:38 2,12 - 264
-.048 2,14 - 245
-.070 2.31 - 207
-.090 2.37 - 393






F-18 ROTRR"r' BALANCE DATA




















































































































































- 40 - 132
- 30 - 091
- 20 - 067
- 10 - 054
- 05 - 050
0 00 - 048






- 40 - 134
- 30 - 088
- 20 - 052
- 10 - 030
- 05 - 023
0 00 - 029











































































































































F-18 ROTARY BALANCE DFIT8
F-18 _,lel'=30 ):.H=-14 ):,a=-25 >,r=30 _.d=-lO






















































































































































***** F-18 ROTARY BRLRNF:E DRTR *****
F-18 _. 1 e£=:30 :bH=- 14 :."_-.,.=,= - 25 _ _ ",bt...... 0 ,b,=l=- 10 BETR= 10



























































































































































































































































































































F-18 _,l ef'=30 ',_,H=-14 :.q,a=-25_ or-.:,OC._-









































































































- 028 2 17
- 031 2 14
- 031 2 13
- 031 2 19
- 035 2 19
- 048 2 27
- 076 2 44
























































































































































































































F-18 ROTARY BRLRNCE DFITR
F-18 _,lel'=30 SH=-I4 Sa=-25 _r=30 )}d=- 10










































































































































**_ F-18 ROTAR","BALANFzEDATA *:_
F-l:-: :_Ie£=30 _H=-I4 .....6 _.--_-.-::T.>r'=:-:O:Z,d=-IA BETR=-IO
A L F'HA _;'_b / 2 V CA r: N Cm C,./ C l Cn C}b/ 2 V















































































































































50 -.40 -.056 2.17 -.459 .566 0:900
-.30 -.010 2.00 -.308 .514 0759






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F-18 ROTSRY BSLSNCE ]]AT8
F-18 _I e.£=.30 _,H=- 14 _..a=-25 _r'=30 Sd=-lO

















































90 -.40 -.123 2.70 -.875
-.30 -.096 2.44 -.791
-.20 -.052 2.28 -.707
-.10 -.020 2.24 -.661
-.05 -.008 2.22 -.655
0.00 -.008 2.18 -.666
0.00 -.009 2.17 -.671
.05 .003 2.26 -.682
.10 -.002 2.28 -.679
.20 -.022 2.34 -.641
.30 -.052 2.47 -.600

















































































LOW SPEED ROTARY AERODYNAMICS OF F-18 CONFIGURATION
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